Since 1980, Scosche® remains a family-owned and operated enterprise with multiple members of the Alves family still actively involved in evolving the company’s vision, strategies and products to meld rapidly-emerging advances in technology with the practical application of those advances in the consumer electronics, powersports and car audio arenas. While global in reach, Scosche still finds much of its inspiration in the local California lifestyle, culture, music and people. With over 100 patents and countless industry awards, it’s easy to see why Scosche is consistently at the forefront of technology and innovation. The following items are a look into our latest offerings.
BoomBottle MM integrates MagicMount, the multi-award winning magnetic mounting system with our industry-leading waterproof Bluetooth speaker. This powerful and compact speaker is as stunning in your home as it is rugged enough for your outdoor adventures and the built-in multi-level equalizer provides rich and balanced sound. It’s magnetic top and base and built in bottle opener makes it the most versatile speaker in its class and with an IP67 rating and buoyant construction, water and dust won’t slow it down. 12 hours of play life per charge and dual pairing balance the soundtrack to your life.

BTMSC1 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Black
BTMSC2 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Blue
BTMSC9 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Gray
BTMSC3 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Blue/Orange Stripe
BTMSC7 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Gray Hatch
BTMSC8 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Blue Hatch
BTMSC4 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Black/Red Stripe
BTMSC5 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Gray Camo
BTMSC6 BoomBottle® MM Wireless Waterproof Speaker Green Camo
The nucleus of our health and fitness is the heart. Being able to accurately monitor, measure, record and transmit heart rate data over an extended period of time is essential to maximizing one’s workout - whether it be running, cycling, swimming or working out in the gym. This is the very essence of the new Rhythm 24™ from Scosche. This next-generation, armband heart rate health and fitness device is highly accurate, packed with outstanding features and very comfortable to wear, so you can ditch those chest strap devices and now workout longer, in more places and in maximum comfort.

RTHM24 Rhythm 24 Armband Heart Rate Monitor Black
RTHM24PK Rhythm 24 Armband Heart Rate Monitor Pink
RTHM24BL Rhythm 24 Armband Heart Rate Monitor Blue
RTHM24GN Rhythm 24 Armband Heart Rate Monitor Green
RTHM24PU Rhythm 24 Armband Heart Rate Monitor Purple
Qi wireless charging moved towards becoming a household name in late 2017 with the announcement that new iPhones® now feature this charging technology. Scosche has an array of Qi Certified wireless chargers combined with its multi-award winning MagicMount Magnetic Mounting System that deliver up to 15W of charging power and include advanced safety features allowing for safe and easy one-handed mobile device operation and quick and secure device mounting.

MPQ20D MagicMount™ Pro Qi Wireless Charging Window/Dash 15W
MPQ20HM MagicMount™ Pro Qi Wireless Charging Office/Home 15W
MPQ20O MagicMount™ Pro Qi Wireless Charging Office/Home 5-10W
MPQ20WD MagicMount™ Qi Wireless Charging Window/Dash 5-10W
MPQ20V MagicMount™ Pro Qi Wireless Charging Vent 5-10W
MPQ20CD MagicMount™ Pro Qi Wireless Charging CD Slot 5-10W
The ultra-sleek and modern MagicMount ELITE line complements any vehicle interior, home, office and more. MagicMount’s device-safe neodymium rare-earth magnets provide secure hold to your handheld device while allowing for one-handed ergonomic operation. Constructed from military grade alloy and Stainless steel, the ELITE lineup is impermeable to harsh conditions that vehicle interiors endure.

MED MagicMount™ ELITE Dash
MEDPA MagicMount™ ELITE Double Pivot Adhesive
MEDPM MagicMount™ ELITE Double Pivot Magnetic
MEB MagicMount™ ELITE Bar
MEV MagicMount™ ELITE Vent
PORTABLE POWER

Scosche® offers multiple solutions for portable power. Every safe trip begins with starting your vehicle, so we open with our multifunction jump starting solutions. All PowerUp jumpers are spark-free and super safe while supplying ample power to jump start multiple vehicles, charge mobile devices, and light your way in the dark, with our most powerful capable of jump starting up to 10 cylinder, 7.0 Liter vehicles. Our innovative, new Qi Dock PowerBank is a Qi Certified 5W Charging Dock and 5000mAh Power Bank all-in-one and is the first dual purpose wireless charger of its kind. Wirelessly charge your Qi Enabled device in the dock or on the go as the detachable powerbank creates the most versatile Qi Wireless Charger ever! Adding to the versatility is the option of charging direct to your device through the USB 5W output or fast charge up to 10W.

PBJ300 PowerUp 300 Car Jumper/Powebank
PBJ700 PowerUp 700 Car Jumper/Powebank
PBJ400 PowerUp 400 Torch Flashlight Car Jumper/Powebank
PBQ50DK Qi 5W Charging Dock 5000mAh Power Bank
If you’re looking for quality car mounts and chargers, visit our website.

Scooch® brings the power with a new line of super-efficient, single and dual output, super-fast USB-C™ chargers that can charge your device up to 70% in 30 minutes. Power Delivery 3.0 pushes up to 18W of power to USB-C input devices to safely and efficiently provide nearly 4x of your devices capacity in short order, returning you to your smartphone, tablet or video game faster than ever before.

CPDCB3 18W Car Charger USB-C™ Power Delivery 3.0
With 3’ coiled cable
CPDCB8 18W Car Charger USB-C™ Power Delivery 3.0
CPDA2C8 30W Combo Car Charger Power Delivery 3.0
18W USB-C™ and 12W USB-A
CPDCBC8 36W Car Charger USB-C™ Power Delivery 3.0
Dual 18W
HPDCB8 18W Home Charger USB-C™ Power Delivery 3.0
HPDA2C8 30W Combo Home Charger Power Delivery 3.0
18W USB-C™ and 12W USB-A
HPDCBC8 36W Home Charger USB-C™ Power Delivery 3.0
Dual 18W